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I’m Ramón.

(he/him) 
From Chile, living in Austria

Head of OSS @ CodeSee

DevRel contractor

Ruby, JS, Rust

Community member

Mozilla tech speaker

Kids’ coding coach



My story 



‘Freelance Mac 
OS X developer’





‘Why are you 
applying for 
this job?’





‘Highly pleased 
with your work’



He was (is) my 
mentor!



Mentorship
A relationship between two people where the individual with more experience, 
knowledge, and connections is able to pass along what they have learned to a 
more junior individual within a certain field.



Mentorship is 
happening 
everywhere



















Why be a mentor?

https://mentorship.gitbook.io/guide/mentors-getting-started/why-should-i-mentor

https://mentorship.gitbook.io/guide/mentors-getting-started/why-should-i-mentor


It helps others

https://mentorship.gitbook.io/guide/mentors-getting-started/why-should-i-mentor
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It helps you

https://mentorship.gitbook.io/guide/mentors-getting-started/why-should-i-mentor
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It helps all of us

https://mentorship.gitbook.io/guide/mentors-getting-started/why-should-i-mentor
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Distinction:
Mentoring vs. Teaching



Teaching
A B



Mentoring
A B



Open with:
“What are your goals?”



Regular goal 
checkins



Encourage good habits



Not just short 
term, but long 
term



Empathy



Effective 
communication



Asking 
challenging, 
narrowed 
questions



“Which programming language should 
I learn if I wanna work as a web 
developer?”



“Which programming language should 
I learn first if I wanna work as a web 
developer?”



“What’s a good programming language 
to learn first if I wanna work as a web 
developer?”



Expose, don’t impose



Editors



Programming 
Languages



Coding Styles



Tech



Screen 
orientations



Git history 
styles



Be supportive



Impostor 
syndrome



Perspectives 
from your 
experience



Giving 
constructive 
feedback



Asking guided 
questions







Maximize help,
Minimize harm



Be attentive!



Be attentive, a.k.a listen!

Photo by Designecologist from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/@designecologist?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels
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Learn together



Avoid giving 
advice on topics 
you don’t know 
about



“Huh, y’know what, 
I don’t know, let’s find 
out.”











“Huh, y’know what, 
I don’t know, let’s find 
out.”





CW: Next slide is 
an animated 
GIF!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BJU2drrtCM



You won’t always have the answer



Why is it called a 
<div>?



Guided questions:
Guiding mentees 
to their answers



Show your thinking process



Try to talk out 
loud as you get 
to the solution



Demystify the mystical



Check in: is this 
a good time to 
go into a deep 
dive?













Knowledge and experience are 
relative





Having 
experience closer 
to that of a 
newcomer is 
super valuable!



Mentoring at 
higher seniority 
levels



You’re only as effective as you’re 
capable



If I take on too 
many mentees, 
the quality of my 
mentorship 
suffers.



Take care of 
yourself!



Where can I go to mentor folks?



Find a local 
organisation or 
event!



Host open 
advice 1:1’s!



Host open 
advice 1:1’s!
@jesslynnrose



Tag your open 
source issues!



See if your 
workplace has 
an internal 
program!



Start a 
community of 
practise!





Learn in public!







Mentorship
Sharing the joy of sharing knowledge.



Resources

● https://blog.pragmaticengineer.com/developers-mentoring-other-developers/
● https://www.mentorship.guide/
● Building Successful Online Communities, Kraut and Resnick, 2011
● https://github.com/jessicarose/open-advice-1-1s
● https://regexcrossword.com/
● CSS Diner: https://flukeout.github.io/
● https://flexboxfroggy.com
● https://nadiaeghbal.com/
● https://lethain.com/mentoring-from-privilege/
● https://www.poodr.com/
● https://www.globaldiversitycfpday.com/
● https://github.com/MaggieAppleton/digital-gardeners

https://blog.pragmaticengineer.com/developers-mentoring-other-developers/
https://www.mentorship.guide/
https://github.com/jessicarose/open-advice-1-1s
https://flukeout.github.io/
https://flexboxfroggy.com
https://nadiaeghbal.com/
https://lethain.com/mentoring-from-privilege/
https://www.poodr.com/
https://www.globaldiversitycfpday.com/


Ramón Huidobro
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Thank you 💜


